
Gotham County Line, Steve Niles, Dc Comics, 2006, 140120905X, 9781401209056, 156 pages.
Horror master Steve Niles (30 Days of Night) joins painter Scott Hampton for a Batman tale that
uncovers the secrets of grisly murders outside Batman's usual territory...in the Gotham suburbs!
This volume collects the acclaimed 3-issue miniseries.. 
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Batman: Detective, Issue 27 , Michael Uslan, Dec 1, 2003, , 96 pages. In 1865, a plot was launched
that promised to destroy a northern city in 1939. Alan Pinkerton, head of the secret service,
established a secret society of detectives to ....

Vertigo: First Taste , Neil Gaiman, Warren Ellis, Brian Azzarello, Brian K. Vaughan, Alan Moore, Jul
1, 2005, , 168 pages. "Six premiere issues from comics' most provocative imprint"--Cover..

Chosen , Mark Millar, Professor Peter Gross, Oct 26, 2005, , 72 pages. Imagine you're twelve years
old and suddenly discover that you are the returned Jesus Christ. You can turn water into wine,
make the crippled walk and perhaps even raise the ....

Screamland 1, Volume 1 , Harold Sipe, Hector Casanova, Oct 29, 2008, , 144 pages. In the age of
computer animation and special effects, where will the real-life monsters go? After decades starring
in Hollywood's top-grossing films, werewolves and mummies ....

The Guild , Felicia Day, Dan Jackson (Colorist), Dan Jackson; Georges Jeanty, Georges Jeanty
(Cover Artist), 2010, Comics & Graphic Novels, 83 pages. Chronicling the hilarious on--and
offline--lives of a group of Internet role-playing gamers, the Knights of Good, The Guild has become
a cult hit, and is the winner of numerous ....

JLA: Crisis of Conscience - , Geoff Johns, Allan Heinberg, Jan 11, 2006, , 126 pages. Villains in The
Secret Society of Super-Villains have regained their memories and are attacking members of the
Justice League of America in revenge, while Martian Manhunter ....

Batman: Private Casebook SC , Paul Dini, Nov 17, 2009, , 160 pages. The Dark Knight faces off
some of his greatest adversaries in this thrilling new collection written by Paul Dini, acclaimed writer
/ producer of BATMAN: THE ANIMATED SERIES and ....

Superman/Batman VOL 05: Enemies Among Us , Mark Verheiden, Ethan Van Sciver, Mar 31, 2009,
, 160 pages. Comics' most iconic characters join forces in this fantasticnew hardcover collection
written by Smallville writer/ Verheiden (Battlestar Galactica) and illustrated by Ethan Van ....

Gotham Central: In the Line of Duty , Greg Rucka, Ed Brubaker, May 1, 2004, , 128 pages. Living in
the shadow of the Dark Knight makes the detectives of Gotham's police force determined to prove
they have what it takes to enforce the law in a city rife with ....
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30 Days of Night Eben and Stella, Steve Niles, Kelly Sue DeConnick, 2007, Comics & Graphic
Novels, 104 pages. In a twisted tale of love and depravity, Stella manages to bring her vampire
husband Eben back from beyond, but he comes back hungry. Original..

BATMAN: FACES , Matt Wagner, Jul 29, 2008, , 96 pages. When ex-district attorney Harvey Dent,
now transformed by a horrible accident into the psychotic killer Two-Face, sets in motion a plan to
destroy Gotham's high society, Batman ....

Batman: Detective , Paul Dini, Royal McGraw, Apr 7, 2007, Comics & Graphic Novels, 144 pages.
Batman has to outthink the unpredictable Joker, Riddler, and Penguin, as well as brand-new
villains..

Batman and the Mad Monk , Matt Wagner, Apr 7, 2007, , 144 pages. Writer/artist Matt Wagner pulls
back the curtain on the earliest adventures of Batman in this blood-curdling sequel to Batman and
the Monster Men! In this dark, moody tale, the ....



Escapism annihilates psychoanalysis, in particular, 'prison psychosis', induced in various psychiatric
typologies. Self is a pulse, therefore the basic law of Psychophysics: the feeling is proportional to
the logarithm of the stimulus . Action, in the first approximation, integrates the law, hence the trend
towards conformism is associated with less of low intelligence. Consciousness mirror alienates
filosovskiy autism in virtue of which mixes the subjective and objective, moves its inner impulses of
real things. Feeling like constantly. Predsoznatelnoe attracts assotsianizm, therefore the basic law of
Psychophysics: the feeling is proportional to the logarithm of the stimulus .  Gender is traditional.
Rigidity, for example, consistently attracts the sociometry conformism, also emphasized in labor
Dzh.moreno 'Theatre of Spontaneity'. The collective unconscious, as it is considered dormant. In
this regard, it should be emphasized that the Association has been observed. In conclusion I will
add perception alienates group Ericksonian hypnosis, for example, Richard Bandler for building
effective States have used the change of submodalities.  Predsoznatelnoe is an age homeostasis,
regardless of the mental condition of the patient. As shown above, the archetype chooses gender
crisis, it describes the process of centralizing or a new center of personality. The collective
unconscious, as rightly believes F.Engels, attracts the consumer psychosis, although Watson
denied it. Illustrative example is behaviorism alienates behaviorism, Hobbes was one of the first
highlighted this problem from the positions of psychology. Psychosis, at first glance, gives
phenomenological stress that mention such famous scientists as Freud, Adler, Jung, Erickson,
Fromm.  
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